
Black and Latino Studies

22-23 Inaugural year

“What you reveal, you heal” - Jay-Z



Survey says!



Who we are and how we identify

24 Students

1 section

Grades 11-12

84 min block every other day

39% Black or African American

38% Hispanic or Latino 

4% American Indian or Alaska Native

48% White



What We Like…



We said we liked it when…

“The beginning when we went over the origins of 
humanity. And the discussion of the colonization of 
beauty standards, though I wish that lasted a bit longer.”

“Harlem renaissance and female African leaders”

“I think my favorite topic from this class is probably when we covered the Haitian 
Revolution, since I am Haitian but also because I feel like I learned a lot that I didn't 
know. Also Origins and Contributions, it was fun learning about the origins of humans.”

“Unit 8- SWEAT; when we talked about the 
history of Latin America and writing identity 
poems”

“Slave rebellions”

“My favorite topic that we did was in Unit 6- 
Early beginnings because we learned about the 
history/contributions of Taino people in Puerto 
Rico. This was something that was nice to 
know about especially learning about influential 
people such as Barbosa and Campos and 
African American influence in Puerto Rico.”



How we changed…

“I think this class just helped me learn that even though we talked mostly about Black and Latino people, there's so many different 

ethnicities and people really do come from everywhere. It also helped me understand myself more and how Haiti grew to be Haiti.”

“The deconstruction of race has made me see myself as my own person, not just a product of my "race" or ancestry, but as an 

individual who can bring about change.”

“This course has helped me change the way I see myself because I has made me learn about more about my identity. Being a 

Hispanic/latina I have always been confused about my identity due to being born in the United States and having parents who are 

hispanic/latino themselves. Learning about Latino studies and the difference between Latino and Race has made me feel like I 

finally know who I am as a person and feel confident with my identity.”

“It hasn't”

“it made me realize to appreciate where your from and to not be ashamed.”



Our Advice…

“If you feel like you know Black and Latin American history, you don't. This course is a giant eye opener to some really 

interesting and quite frankly terrifying topics”

“To become educated on the legitimate history not the white washed history of the world and the origins of the Americas”

“If they want to really dig into the depths of history that we don't have time for in U.S. History classes and in order to understand 

themselves and people they know/care about better.”

“To learn about mostly forgotten history, History I believe Is very important to learn because these topics have never been 

brought up in regular history classes so someone should take this class to learn more about what people have gone through 

also to have fun because this class was very informative and fun”



Our work



Bulletin Board Projects



Bulletin Board Projects 
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Chalk Talk Fort Mose Story



BLS Podcast Each unit’s culminating activity was to record an 
episode of the the BLS Podcast in which students 
discuss their understanding and reflection on the unit 
compelling question.

LINK

https://spotifyanchor-web.app.link/e/oTL2lxh6Vwb


I am from poems



I am from poems



Tik Toks on 
Identity

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1uIZC_YC6BIxgj3J6_n-UcSG3l894PtcU/preview


Tik Toks on 
Identity

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mBEfwD4KbEmlmoatI0IXmi_xw6ZJA4Gl/preview


Indigenous 
Museum Exhibits

INCA

MAYAN

https://sites.google.com/ledyard.net/incas/exhibits/origins?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/ledyard.net/mayahaha/home

